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1 Introduction

Data Mover: The data mover is the server software
that supports requestsfor data extraction and preparation for use by the mining algorithms. The data
mover can usetraditional files aswell asone of several
RDBMSs (currently Informix, Oracle, and Sybase).

MineSetTM is a highly integrated suite of client-server
tools for the high-end mining and visualization of very
large enterprisedatabases.MineSet representsthe confluenceof severalimportant software and hardwaretechnologies: datamining algorithms, fast multiprocessingdatabase
servers, novel techniques for interactive 3-D data visualization, and powerful graphics workstations. MineSet provides integratedfacilities for the extraction of datafrom varied sources,algorithms for mining the extracted data, and
tools for the 3-D visualization of results. The mining algorithms allow for the discovery of previously unknown
nuggetsof information, while the sophisticatedvisualizations allow the userto get a better understandingof both the
data mining results, and also the interrelationships among
the raw data (“visual data mining”). Underlying all these
techniquesis the ability to handle large data sets.

Mining Tools: Thesetools supportthe analysisof data
to find hidden patterns,with an emphasison high performance and scalability to large data sets. Mineset
currently supportstools for finding associations,classification, feature selection, and discretization.
Visualization Tools: These tools allow the user to explore mined information or raw datain an animated3D landscapeto take advantageof the natural human
ability to navigate in a three dimensional space,recognize patterns, track movement, and make comparisons between objects of different sizes. The visual
tools display information in many different ways, including fly-through hierarchies, 3-D bar charts based
on mapsor grids, 3-D scatterplots, etc. Animation and
user interaction is an important aspectof eachtool.

2 System Architecture
MineSet is built using a client-server architecture,with the
server responsible for data extraction and mining, and the
client supporting user interaction and data visualization.
Functionally, MineSet consistsof the following four components:
1. Tool Manager: The tool manageris the central point
of user control. Using a GUI running on the client, it
allows the userto direct the dataextraction and mining
activities on the server as well as the 3-D interactive
visualization on the client.
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2.1

Hardware support

MineSet currently mns on the Silicon Graphics hardware
platform. The data mover and mining tools run on the
CHALLENGETM line of servers. These serversare based
on the RlOO0064-bit RISC architecture and are capableof
supporting up to 36 processors.The datavisualization tools
take advantageof the advanced3-D graphics support available on all SGI workstations.

3 Future Challenges
Future versions of the tool suite will have support for’
greaterparallelism in data-extraction, both from relational
databasesand flat files. The mining tools will exploit both
I/O parallelism and computeparallelism.
In addition, we are planning approachesto provide accessto the visualization and mining tools through the world
wide web, using Java and VRML.
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